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Peru is a resource-rich country where mining dominates the extractive industry, though hydrocarbon (oil and gas) extraction and logging are also present. In fact, the mining industry — which has around 200 active mines throughout the country and 48 mining projects worth $57.7 billion in investment currently under development — accounts for 10% of Peru’s GDP and 60% of its exports. This creates an incentive for the government to protect and promote mining investment, many times at the expense of the interests of local communities.

Therefore, it’s no wonder that some of the most visible social conflicts in Peru over the last two decades have been related to extractive industries. One example is the 2009 Baguazo massacre in the Amazonas region which resulted in at least 33 dead and many more wounded after police and military forces tried to forcefully remove indigenous protesters who had been blocking the highway for months in their fight against oil drilling that affected their land. Another example took place in Cajamarca, also in northern Peru, where peasant patrols, or rondas campesinas, organized to protest the Conga mining project that risked polluting water sources and soil. Additionally, the ronderos mobilized in support of Maxima Acuña Chaupe, an activist, who fought to keep her family’s land out of the hands of the Yanacocha mining consortium that was developing the Conga project. Over the last decade, the rondas campesinas of Cajamarca have actively organized to fight the expansion of mining projects like Conga in the region despite continued state repression as activists are arrested, beaten, and killed by government security forces.

As of May 2021, Peru’s ombudsman office registered 191 cases of social conflict in the country. Out of those, 124 were socio-environmental conflicts, 80 related to mining and 24 to hydrocarbon extraction. Out of the 124 cases, 95 are active cases (60 mining and 23 hydrocarbons) and most are located in Loreto with 18, nine in Cusco, five in Puno, five in Junin, seven in Pasco, five in Apurimac, eight in Ancash, and six in Cajamarca. Out of the 95 active cases of socioenvironmental conflicts, 71 cases have transitioned into the dialogue phase, and the rest are mostly in the de-escalating phase (before the dialogue phase) or the initial phase where claims have been made and grievances have been stated but it’s still unclear whether mobilization or active civil resistance will occur.
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What social conflicts related to extractive industries have in common is that they tend to originate in rural areas where the mining projects are located. The main protagonists are local community members, mostly from indigenous backgrounds, who want to stop the development of extractive megaprojects by large national and multinational private companies. Their claims against extractive projects often include a combination of environmental concerns, land rights, claims to self-determination, and demands for greater developmental and economic benefits from the mining activity to the local communities. Despite these similarities, not all cases of social conflict related to extractive industries reach the levels of mobilization or visibility as the Baguazo and Conga examples described above. In some cases, mobilization remains limited and localized without coordinated collective action or enough momentum to scale the efforts.

A key question is: how are communities converging around extractive issues able to organize and engage in active civil resistance? What facilitates collective action and protest movements in these contexts? Though there are many factors that influence grassroots mobilization, it is important to recognize the community organizations and shared identities among protestors in this context that have been vital to overcome the challenges to collective action and facilitate the development of protest movements despite limited resources.

The Baguazo example showcases one of the most visible episodes of indigenous protest movements that were met with brutal police repression. The massacre was the climax of years of conflict between Amazonian indigenous peoples and the government’s interest in expanding the exploitation of natural resources through land concessions for mining and oil drilling in the region. The Awajún and Wampi peoples were protagonists of the protests against extractive industries in the Amazonas region. To fight the state and protect their land, they drew from their shared indigenous identity to organize around their community. At a regional level, they relied on existing organizations such as the Asociación Interétnica de Desarrollo de la Selva Peruana (Interethnic Association of Development of the Peruvian Jungle, AIDESEP), which was founded in the early ’80s by indigenous communities and currently represents 1,809 indigenous communities.

As part of a larger transnational network of organizations that aim to bolster indigenous rights, AIDESEP was able to engage other environmental organizations. The collective power of the indigenous communities and their organizational capacity helped them mobilize at a regional level on a scale that the government had not expected. Ultimately, the events at the Baguazo catalyzed key national legislation in the form of the Law of Prior Consultation of Indigenous and Original Peoples to be approved in 2011. This law requires the government to consult and try to get approval from indigenous populations for any decisions regarding concessions that could affect them. Despite the limitations of the law and how it’s implemented — ranging from consultations that are done too quickly, too late in the process, or not taken seriously — this law now forms part of the legal toolbox that helps protect the interests of indigenous communities.

The Conga case in Cajamarca presents a different context and way of organizing. Though the Peruvian highlands are also highly populated by indigenous peoples, communities are not as organized around the indigenous identity as they are in the Amazon region. Instead, people are organized around the often denominated peasant communities, or comunidades campesinas, that exist as agricultural communities. This means that mobilizing and civil resistance in this context

relies on pre-existing community organizations that support the agricultural economy. In Cajamarca, as well as throughout much of northern and southern Peru, rondas campesinas have been a type of community organization that played a key role in facilitating grassroots mobilizations within and across communities at the local and regional levels.

Rondas campesinas emerged in the 1970s as community organizations that organized men in the community to carry out night watch activities to combat cattle theft. However, over time, they developed organizational legacies and built internal capacity as their roles evolved. Despite government attempts to co-opt the rondas and repress them when co-optation didn’t work, rondas become stronger organizations that spread throughout the country, but especially in the northern and southern regions in Cajamarca, Piura, Cusco, La Libertad, San Martin, and Puno (see figure below).

The local and autonomous nature of the rondas, along with their democratic structure, ensures full community participation and engagement. This has strengthened the rondero identity and made rondas permanent organizations ingrained in many aspects of community life. The role of the rondas now goes beyond just fighting crime, as they often help fill gaps in governance due to low state presence. In addition to patrolling their communities, rondas engage in local organizing and development projects often in parallel or in conjunction with the official elected government. The ronderos act as representatives of their communities, organize communal work, establish order in community activities, help settle disputes among community members, and even dole out communal justice. During the COVID-19 pandemic, many rondas have implemented and monitored compliance with safety protocols in their communities.

Rondas have formed and coalesced around regional and national rondero organizations, like the Central Unica Nacional de Rondas Campesinas del Peru (Single National Center of Rondas Campesinas of Peru, CUNARC-P), which also has regional bases, that help coordinate activity and agendas at a larger scale. However, unlike other types of rural organizations that are vulnerable to fragmentation when interests and ideologies diverge, rondas are able to remain cohesive at the local level even when conflict emerges at the regional or national level because of their decentralized structure and community role. For example, even though Cajamarca’s rondas campesinas were divided into two factions at the regional level — the Federación Departamental de Rondas Campesinas y Urbanas de Cajamarca (Departmental Federation of Peasant and Urban Rondas of Cajamarca)
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How are communities converging around extractive issues able to organize and engage in active civil resistance?
and the Federación de Rondas Campesinas Femeninas de Cajamarca (Women’s Federation Peasant Rondas of Cajamarca, FEROCAFENOP) due to ideological and political differences, the rondas in Cajamarca remained strong. Even as the FEROCAFENOP lost legitimacy due to its short-lived alliance with the Yanacocha mining company, the rondas have mostly remained unified under the CUNARC-P.

This resiliency is due in large part to the fact that each local ronda is autonomous with power that is derived directly from the community. This creates a strong pre-existing structure that facilitates the recruitment and mobilizing of people in a coordinated manner at various levels and can fuel mobilizing activities. A key example is the conflict over Mount Quilish in Cajamarca during 1999-2004, which was key in starting the anti-mining movement in the region and was the precursor to the Conga mining conflict. When the Yanacocha mining consortium sought to expand its mining activity into Mount Quilish, putting key water sources at risk, thousands of ronderos mobilized to stage protests, block roads used by the mining company, and temporarily drive out the mining company’s heavy machinery. The struggle further intensified in 2000 when a liquid mercury spill contaminated three small towns, including Choropampa, and poisoned more than 900 people. As people sought to make Yanacocha take responsibility for the spill and the consequences on the health of those affected, ronderos were able to bolster the movement fighting for Quilish.

As other local organizations and environmental NGOs joined the struggle, the movement to protect Mount Quilish from mining continued to gain momentum at the provincial and regional levels. In fact, in September 2004, thousands of people, largely ronderos, mobilized and blocked access to the mine for two weeks. Though faced with police violence and repression, the protestors achieved their goal when in November 2004, the mining company announced that it would stop mining exploration activities in Mount Quilish.

The fight to protect Mount Quilish was a key precedent for the rondas of Cajamarca. It established the foundation to build an anti-mining movement in the region, continued mobilizing against several mining projects including Conga, and offered support to other rondas engaged in similar conflicts in other regions. Thus, throughout the country, rondas campesinas have become key stakeholders in leading socio-environmental mobilizations to protect their communities and interests against the extractive industry.

In areas of the country where rondas campesinas are not as prevalent, there have also been cases of large-scale anti-mining mobilizations, as is the case of the protests against the Tía Maria mining project by Southern Peru Copper mining company in Arequipa. In cases like these, other types of civil society organizations and community organizations like irrigation committees, local defense fronts, unions, neighborhood associations, agricultural organizations, and NGOs served to mobilize the population. Still, it is important to recognize that while rondas campesinas are not necessary for grassroots mobilization, the shared rondero identity throughout communities and pre-existing local organizational structures
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that rondas create makes grassroots mobilization easier for these communities, ensures a strong and cohesive foundation for movement building, and increases the capacity for cross-regional cooperation and organizing.

Extractive activity throughout Peru tends to more heavily impact indigenous peoples and rural communities, putting rondas campesinas and indigenous communities at the forefront of socio-environmental conflicts. This makes the autonomy of rondas campesinas and indigenous communities critical as they continue to strengthen their organizational capacities and create mobilizing power to protect their interests, all while facing challenges and repression from the state. Thus, to protect their organizational structures, their legacy, and their legitimacy, it is critical that they avoid co-optation by government or political forces. Ultimately, the organization of rondas and indigenous communities around shared cultural identities and interests, as well as their pre-existing organizational structures, is what makes their capacity to facilitate grassroots mobilization and civil resistance at various levels one of the most valuable resources that indigenous peoples and communities have.